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Induction of a website is potentially rewarding and exciting too. Well planned websites will be having
positive effect over your business, especially when online sales are bucking in this downbeat
economy. Creating a website is daunting task especially when you have different options to select
and jargon for sifting through. If you are planning to do some contemplating changes or planning to
start a new online business then one of the most important aspects of every business is Website
design.

Guidelines and tips for generating more sales	

You should stick with basic rules on your Website design. Try to keep it short and simple. It means
that you should put all relevant and important information at top of page and this will be attracting
attention of all your readers. It is one of the general rules that length of your content should not be
increasing to maximum of two screens. Thus, you will have to consider in splitting your content in
two pages or more than that. You should also review layout. Do not make use of justified formatting;
instead you can use left alignment formatting. Dive all your content in short paragraph of not more
than four to six lines. Width of your web page should get fit with monitor screen of readers.
Typefaces, layout, navigation and color of your web pages should be consistent.

Managing the contrast and color

You should always remember that infusing lot of stuff and fancy elements will not be of great help in
improving yours conversion ratio. One of the appropriate options is keeping things in simple form. In
fact, Website design can be deal breaker or deal maker. Your website should be able to
demonstrate your mission or goal. Solutions and information can be easily presented in simple and
easy way. Spoon feeding of information will be helping in improving and increase yours conversion
ratio.

Make sure that you do not overuse different colors as this will distract your readers. You should be
selecting that background color that highlights all your text. Customary color of website links is blue.
It will be appropriate not to make use of blue backgrounds. You should also refrain yourself from
making use of dark background. Readers usually prefer light background pages having darker text
on them. Your Website design, should comply with all typography rules. Never use more than two to
three fonts in your website and you should keep appropriate font size for your readers.
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